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End of Term 2

Hello LHPS, In the Latest news the Paul Bryant Public
Speaking Competition has passed and all of the student’s did

a fabulous job on their speeches but there would on be a
winner. The winner for Stage 2 Paul Bryant was Xavier

Draxel and the winner for Stage 3 was Kobe Mcloughlin. Let
them both be congratulated for the amazing e�orts and

speeches.
In other news the Athletics Track day is coming up very soon
on the last day of school. It’ll be a great way to �nish o� the
term!



Other News

In other news the Spelling bee is coming up soon, the
classroom teacher’s will decide when it will happen in their
classes. In other news the Book fair and Parade will be held in
August on the 1st to the 4th and the parade will be held on
the 17th. In other news Mr O’connor’s class item was
extraordinarily amazing as the title of it is Item. Here is the
link
https://lennoxhead-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/news/2022/6/5-6o-
s-class-item.html

Announcements

It is the end of another term at LHPS. In Term 3 on the �rst
day the Year 6’s will �nally get their Year 6 shirts because only
a few days ago they arrived in Brisbane. It is the end of Term 2
and the newspaper will not be operating until Week 1 Term 3.

https://lennoxhead-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/news/2022/6/5-6o-s-class-item.html
https://lennoxhead-p.schools.nsw.gov.au/news/2022/6/5-6o-s-class-item.html


Story

“What the heck, who are you?” said Bethany. “Yeah,” said
Estella. “I’m an elder of the and guardian of The Box of
Mystery’s. “What’s the Box of Mystery’s?”said Bethany.
“The Box of Mystery’s is a box is the sakrete box containing 7
gems, The Sta� of Legacy and access to a whole parelae world
in the Multiverse. “Whoa said Estella, do you know where it
is?” “No sorry, me and the other elders and guardian’s lost it
in a terrible event called the MMA” “ What’s that,  what does
it stand for and what’s your name?” asked Bethany. “MMA
stands for Monumental Multiverse Awakening, my name is
Katniss and I’m the one you humans call female and the
MMA is a terrible event where every year a huge amount of
disasters happen not like storms and earthquakes but terrible
monsters come from the 7 monumentals that’s what the 7
gems are for but since the MMA we lost them but I still have
5 gems but the other two, the box with the multiverse and
The Sta� of Legacy are still missing” said Katniss. “That’s all
interesting and all said Estella but why do you need to tell
us?” “Yeah” said Bethany. “Because you too are the Chosen
one’s, because you two are both Werewolves.”



What will happen next? Find out in the next weekly
advocate!



The Theme for this week’s word search is Food


